**Shopster Stairs**

**Cleaning trolley**

**Application area**

- **Stairs**
- **Areas which can only be reached via stairs**, e.g. cinemas, theatres, historic buildings without lifts, museums, cafés, lecture theatres

The Shopster Stairs with Sprint System eases work in areas which are difficult to reach. Thanks to the large castors and the comfortable, height-adjustable driving handle, the Shopster can now negotiate steps and stairs. The Shopster Stairs can be freely configured. All conventional floor wiping systems can be combined with the stairs-friendly trolley.

Example of trolley: The Shopster Stairs Sprint is equipped with a VK 4 vertical wringer. Cloths and other material can be stored in buckets, folding boxes and the material cabinet.

**Customer Benefits**

- Easily negotiates steps and stairs
- Ergonomic thanks to height-adjustable driving handle
- Can be freely configured
- Can be combined with all floor wiping systems
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